
centormail



Dynamic scale

The dynamic scale module is ideal for
efficiently handling large amounts of
mixed mail. It automatically identifies
the envelope format, thickness and
weight and assures that every letter
is franked with the correct postage.

Power sealer

Automatic mixed mail envelope feeder
for letters up to 20 mm thick

The vertical envelope
processes letters in every
format from post card to
C4 letter.

Maximum operating
comfort

A clearly laid-out graphic
display guides you quickly and
confidently through all procedures
and accounts. At the touch of a
button, centormail displays complete
information about the letter you are
franking, including the applicable
postage, images of available
advertising clichés and total
remaining postage.

For all your mailing needs

centormail is a high performance franking system designed for
mixed mail items. The basic model model can grow into a complete
system that includes automatic feeder, an additional dynamic scale,
sealing unit, postage accounting software and multi-carrier capabilities.

centormail franking machine

Optional External Weighing Scale

Can be part of the system allowing users
to weigh heavier items.

Optional feed deck

Enlargement allows for a higher
number of envelopes to be fed into
the machine automatically thus
allowing the user to prepare the
finished mail ready for collection.

Automatically seals envelopes
as they are processed through
the machine ensuring the
content security.

Dynamic weighing and franking
The solution:

SMART technology

FP’s innovative SMART technology
allows you to comply with VAT
accounting for postal services.



Dynamic scale

The dynamic scale module is ideal for
efficiently handling large amounts of
mixed mail. It automatically identifies
the envelope format, thickness and
weight and assures that every letter
is franked with the correct postage.

Security card access

A master card enables the machine’s
administrator to activate all centormail
functions. Optional user-cards can
be assigned to specific accounts,
this enables you to share the
centormail with partners or distribute
postage to different department budgets.

Make an excellent
impression

Modern Inkjet technology provides
clean, low-cost printing. An optional
tank system provides even greater
efficiency. Letters glide through the print
head with minimal contact for a silent
operation. Perfect for every
office environment.

Franking unit with
static scale

The integrated 5kg static scale
weighs the letter, calculates and
displays the correct postage.

Label dispenser

Essential for thick letters and
small packages. Enter the number of
labels needed, and let centormail
print and eject adhesive labels with postage.

Pulls out all the stops

Little things that make a difference.
Store adhesive labels, envelopes, etc.
underneath the franking unit.

Power stacker

Your mail is franked in a flash and
collected here, ready to be dispatched.

Postage

With the integrated modem, you are
‘online’ in an instant. You can reload
postage by modem at any time - every day,
all day long via our unique and secure
Teleset system.

FPConnect

FPConnect is the new digital
connection to the FP World, which
will allow you to download postage
and rate tables onto your machine
via the internet



Multi-Carrier franking machine

Multi-Carrier Postage Accounting Software

Postal markets around the world are going through programmes of liberalisation and
other carriers are playing an increasing role in the movement of post. FP’s multi-carrier
option enables customers to control and monitor expenditure all in one system,
by using various postal carriers.

Discounts of up to 30% can be achieved.

Our multi-carrier postage accounting software offers the ultimate solution to
managing and tracking postage used by individual departments and franking
machines. Track as many department accounts as you wish. Monitor up to
four franking machines. Generate clear reports on postage consumption for
selectable time periods, including data export to other applications.



AVAILABLE COMPONENTS:

Franking unit

Automatic mixed mail
envelope feeder

Feed deck enlargement

Power sealer

Dynamic scale

mailreport multi-carrier
accounting software for PC

Power stacker

With static scale and label dispenser.

Unique vertical feeder allows for different sizes,
thickness of envelope to be fed automatically
without any adjustment.

For loading up to 300 envelopes at once.

Automatically seal envelopes as they are
processed through the machine ensuring
security of the contents inside.

Up to 60 letters per minute.
Detects envelope format, thickness and
weight and automatically calculates the
correct necessary postage.

For professional postage accounting.
Monitor and manage an unlimited number
of department accounts in a central
database.

Neatly stacks finished envelopes and
makes it easier to spot handling errors.
Stacked envelopes can be removed
without stopping the machine.



Standard Features & Functions centormail 300

Print technology Inkjet (cartridge or bulk print heads)
Letters per minute 150
Maximum letter thickness (in mm) 20
Department accounts 300
Advertisements 15
Job memory 20
Integrated scale (5kg) yes
Automatic mixed mail envelope feeder yes
Dynamic scale (1kg) optional
Sealing unit optional
Power stacker optional
Label dispenser yes
Serial interface yes
SMS text message capability yes (5 lines of 20 characters each)
Names for department accounts and advertisements yes
Update advertisements by Chipcard yes
Access authorisation by chipcard yes
mailreport multi-carrier accounting software optional
Postage loading Teleset
Multi-carrier optional
Digital Connectivity: FPConnect Yes
Smart Meter Enabled Yes

Technical details are subject to change without notice.

My Mailing Room
3 North Star Boulevard
Greenhithe
Kent
DA9 9UG

Tel: 01322 288890
Email: enquiries@mymailingroom.com


